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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"Elementary schools are changing, and their curricula 
are beginning to reflect more realistic and humanistic 
approaches to the child and to teaching."l If physical edu-
cation is to remain an integral part of the elementary cur-
riculum, new thought and action must become reality. Raths 
suggested that making education both rich and varied in 
experiences aids children in liking education.2 Physical 
education's unique approach of educating through the psycho-
motor and physical domains3 can speak clearly to this 
concept. 
Physical education can contribute to the curriculum 
and thus to the education of the child not only 
because of its unique content but also because of 
its capability for elaborating, reinforcing, and 
applying attitudes initiated in other progaram 
areas.4 
Physical education is in a position to look beyond its 
specific contributions and reach out toward other areas of 
learning. Supporting and reinforcing the child's complete 
educational experiences in relation to cognitive learning is 
a challenge that has been produced through research and 
knowledge. Learning through motor activity is not a recent 
innovation, but its application with today's education demands 
a thorough understanding of a phenomenon--the child. Such 
1 
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understanding cannot be accepted through the subjective 
opinions of educational leaders and observers but must deve-
lop within the demonstrated learning that is provided in 
educational experiences. 
Stimulating the mind through activity provides oppor-
tunities to explore, to develop awareness, and to use a 
highly motivated approach for more efficient education.5 
Alexander Lowen indicated that we have separated the mind-
body relationship for too long, that our educational process 
maintains an unnecessary gap between mental education and 
physical education. He joined notable philosophers and edu-
cators, such as Aristotle, Rousseau, Spencer, and Dewey, in 
concern for the understanding of the united relationship of 
the mind and body and purported the belief that"· •• if 
mind and body are one, a true physical education should at 
the same time be a proper mental education and vice versa."6 
Purpose of the Study 
"There must be a complete understanding of physical edu-
cation as an entity unto itself, as well as its interrela-
tionship with other subject matter areas in the elementary 
school curriculum."7 Teachers should recognize a responsi-
bility in influencing change toward the educatirinal develop-
ment of children. 
Piaget's theory of intelligence, Montessori's 
teaching methods, and Bloom's cognitive domain 
provide some insight into the intellectual 
characteristics of children as applied to physical 
education • • • • Children learn through movement 
because movement concepts may be readily integrated 
with mathematics, science, language arts, social 
studies, music, and art.8 
Exploring the integrated opportunities available 
3 
through the united mind-body relationship as experienced in 
motor learning activities speaks to this approach to learn-
ing. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to explore 
the reinforcement Value of physical education activities in 
learning multiplication tables. 
Need for the Study 
Cognitive based subjects have been approached through 
the physical education medium with successful results.9,10 
Although studies have been conducted that approached mathe-
matical concepts through motor learning methods, the author 
could not find any study relating to reinforcing the learn-
ing of multiplication tables. Schminke, Maertens, and 
Arnold pointed out that: 
One-sided approaches to teaching elementary mathe-
matics are unlikely to produce optimal results •.. 
Current learning theory suggests that children 
learn best when they are actively involved in the 
learning process.11 
Ashlock indicated the value of learning through physical 
activity by stating that 
• • • if a child is to master the basic facts of 
arithmetic he must paractice 'pulling them out of 
his head' instead of always figuring them out the 
long way. A game situation frequently provides 
the prompting to respond quickly which is needed 
if recall is to be reinforced.12 
4 
Hypothesis 
There is no significant difference in the learning of 
multiplication tables by subjects whose learning is rein-
forced through specifically designed physical education 
activities and by those who were not exposed to these same 
reinforcement experiences. 
Basic Assumptions 
The following basic assumptions were accepted in regard 
to this study: 
1. Students did their best on all written tests. 
2. Some increase in knowledge of multiplication was 
expected by all subjects. 
3. The activities disigned for use with the 
experimetal group were appropriate for reinforcing 
learning of multiplication tables. 
4. Subjects did their best when participating in the 
reinforcement activities. 
5. Subjects received concepts and skills concerning 
multiplication prior to the fourth grade. 
Limitations 
1. Multiplication units presented within the classroom 
were taught in a fourteen week period. 
2. Only ten days of physical education were set aside 
for specific reinforcement activities. Reinforce-
ment through brief exercise participation occurred 
5 
on the other twenty-two days of physical education 
classes. 
4. There was no control over the subjects' maturation 
levels or their readiness for learning multiplica-
tion tables. 
5. Only one instrument was used to test the learning 
of multiplication facts. 
Delimitations 
1. Only fourth grade students attending Skyline Ele-
mentary School from September 15, 1980 to January 
13, 1981 participated in the study. 
2. The subjects tested represent fourth grade stu-
dents' abilities in mathematics. 
3. The study was concerned with cognitive learning of 
multiplication facts. 
4. Only students receiving math instruction from the 
fourth grade math teacher participated in the 
entire study. Fourth grade students receiving math 
instruction within a special program (gifted and 
talented, learning disabled, educably mentally 
handicapped) were not included in the results of 
this study. 
5. Selection of the multiplication tables to reinforce 
was made from responses given by the subjects in 
both the physical education and classroom activi-
ties while keeping the reinforcement as equal as 
possible among "harder" tables. 
6. Reinforcement came through utilization of four 
basic physical education activities plus verbal 
counting techniques used in exercising. 
Definitions 
1. Motor Activity Learning: 
Selection of an activity such as an active 
game, stunt or rhythmic activity which is 
taught to the children and used as a learning 
activity for the development of a skill or con-
cept in a specific subject area. An attempt is 
made to arrange an active learning situation so 
that a fundamental intellectual skill or con-
cept is practiced or rehearsed in the course of 
participating in the motor activity.13 
6 
2. Integration: the process of interrelating subject 
matter toward the total development of the child. 
3. Motivation: "An internal state in which the 
existence of needs arouse the individual to seek 
ways of satisfying those needs. 11 14 
4. Arithmetic: "The art of computation with 
numerals.nl5 
5. Elementary School Mathematics: "Measurement, 
relations of quantities, and properties from such 
subjects as geometry, algebra, and logic as well as 
computation."16 
6. Edumetric Properties: 
The extent to which a test reflects the 
within-individual growth that traditionally has 
been of primary interest of educational test-
ing; for example - teacher made tests.17 
7. Criterion-referenced Test: "Permits us to determine 
whether or not an examinee can display a clearly 
defined set of behaviors."18 
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8. Jumping Jacks: Stand with feet together, hands at 
the side of the body. Jump and land with feet 
shoulder-width apart and arms extended full reach 
above the head, palms touching. Jump back to the 
original position. 
9. Toe Touchers: Stand with feet together, hands at 
the side of the body. Always keep the legs 
straight by not bending at the knees. Exercise by: 
(1) hands touch abdominal region, (2) hands reach 
down and touch the ground or as far as possible, 
(3) hands touch abdomen again, (4) stretch arms 
full extension above head, (5) return to beginning 
position. The count is given when first touching 
the abdominal region as you move toward the floor. 
10. Instrument: A criterion-based test of fifty multi-
plication problems developed by the author for 
testing fourth grade multiplication ability of stu-
dents in this study. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Attention to the concept of integrative development 
between physical and intellectual aspects of learning has 
advanced within this century. As the force of discovery 
continues to focus our attention on the future of this 
development, it reminds us to consider the past and the 
steps which brought about the present ascent. The summative 
review in this chapter explores the relationship of movement 
and cognition toward useful curriculum integration between 
mathematics and movement activity. 
Movement and Cognition 
Plato's postulation that learning could take place 
better through play, Locke's thoughts on a sound 
mind and sound body, Rousseau's belief that all 
children should receive plenty of wholesome physi-
cal activity early in life, and Pestalozzi's 
observations that children approach their studies 
with a greater amount of interest after engaging in 
enjoyable physical activity have all contributed 
to the modern idea that physical education and 
intellectual development are closely associated.l 
Educational evolution is entwined with that of man 
himself. From the development of a symbolic necessity for 
language and symbols through the synthesis afforded by 
history and philosophy,2 man's.education has evolved. The 
reality of such evolution maintains itself in change, and 
10 
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the relationship between physical activity and intellectual 
endeavor has been a challenge to this change. The reality 
of the physical education of mankind has ridden the educa-
tional pendulum which has spanned eons and continues to 
challenge the direction of educational goals today. 
The ancient Greek ideal of mind-body integration was 
mirrored in Plato's often quoted observation in The 
Republic, "No compulsion then, my good friend • in 
teaching children, train them by a kind of game, and you 
will be able to see more clearly the natural bent of each. 11 3 
However, this high status of physical activity as an impor-
tant portion of the education of the "whole self" that was 
accepted within the ancient Greek and Roman civilizations 
crumbled with their empires. The body and its activities 
came to be regarded as "evil" during the Middle Ages while 
the spiritual and intellectual aspects of education were 
sustained. 
The Renaissance motivated the rusted pendulum to reac-
tivate when concern for the ways in which the movement of 
children could aid the desired intellectual context was 
reborn. The close association between a child's mind and 
his body was of concern to educational philosophers like 
Rousseau and Froebel.4 In Foundations of Physical Educa-
tion, Bucher suggested the interest of Montaigne, Descartes, 
and Rousseau in the integrative relationship of mind and 
body: 
I would have his outward manners, and his social 
behaviors and the carriage of his person formed at 
the same time with his mind. It is not a mind, it 
is not a body that we are training; it is a man, 
and he ought not be divided into two parts. 
Montaigne 
It is a lamentable mistake, to imagine that bodily 
activity hinders the working of the mind, as if 
these two kinds of activity might not advance hand 
in hand, and as if the one were not intended to 
act as a guide to the other. 
Rousseau 
The union of mind and body has to be acknowledged 
as being for us primary and ultimate. 
Descartes 
To learn to think we must therefore exercise our 
limbs, our senses, and our body organs which are 
tools of the intellect. 
Rousseau5 
Humphrey noted the interest of Friedrich Froebel in this 
mind-body relationship: 
In fact, the application of motor activity as a 
medium for learning was a basic principle of the 
Frobelian kindergarten early in the nineteenth 
century. It was based on the theory that children 
learn and acquire information, understanding and 
skills through motor activities in which they are 
naturally interested.6 
Cratty indicated that "some schools of this period 
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[1700-1800] went beyond the restrictions of the traditional 
desks and slates to include important lessons taught while 
the children were at play."7 Cratty's Intelligence in 
Action pointed out that "The French writer F'nelon, who died 
in 1715, observed that some children could learn to read 
while playing."8 Again, the pendulum on which the physical 
education of children was focused swung into motion. 
The idea that "Educational goals should be constantly 
changing, or evolving, to meet the needs of the developing 
learner"9 was evidenced in England, Germany and the United 
13 
States toward the latter part of the 1800's. Early experi-
mental psychologists continued to explore the relationships 
between physical and intellectual functions of children. 
However, this research was mainly directed toward various 
physical aspects (sensory-motor functioning, reaction time, 
and such) predicting the higher intellectual functions of 
children.10 At the turn of the century, some educators per-
sisted with the concept that "placing the child in action 
might have educational advantages, and that certain perfor-
mance tests might be at least predictive of how a child 
might function in life situations."11 In France, Itard and 
Sequin worked with the retarded child, while in Rome, 
Montessori presented her educational concepts.12 She 
involved the use of the whole body in various aspects of her 
programs and advocated games that contained academic content 
for both normal and atypical children. 
During the early 1900's little emphasis was given to 
the physical activity needs of the child. Studies reflected 
an interest in the isolation of the child's physical and 
intellectual capacities. The major concerns of people such 
as Binet, Thorndike, Terman, and Otis brought direct atten-
tion to intelligence and intelligence testing while physi-
cally oriented research concerned itself with various 
aspects of the child's ability to play games well. It took 
the writings of Strauss and Lehtinen, shortly after World 
War II, to bring about renewed interest in the motor 
component of the human personality. 
During the 1950s, and particularly during the 
1960s, theorists began to suggest that motor 
activity, if properly applied, might enhance a 
number of perceptual, intellectual and academic 
functions in children and youth.13 
LeBoulch aided this interest through his work in 
France. His interest in movement coupled with his 
experiences as a doctor of medicine motivated him to write 
14 
not only articles regarding the academic-physical relation-
ship but a book, L'Education Par Le Mouvement (Education 
Through Movement). His thoughts were echoed by Cratty in a 
summary statement regarding LeBoulch's contributions in this 
area: 
In summary, he suggests that the intellectual, 
spiritual, emotional and physical components of 
man are inseparable. He further points out that 
movement experiences in schools are equal in 
importance to reading, writing, and mathematics. 
He suggests that emphasis should be placed on les-
sons that permit the individual to establish rela-
tionships between the motor, intellectual, and 
emotional components of his personality .•.• 14 
Mosston, a cognitive theorist, impacted the education 
profession by providing a "Spectrum of Styles" that sug-
gested the involvement of the learner in making decisions 
within the educational environment. 
The concept of the Spe~t~um of Styles proposes a 
theoretical construct and an operational design of 
alternative styles of teaching which gradually 
move both teacher and student along all four 
developmental channelslS (physical, social, emo-
tional, intellectual). 
In the final stages of his spectrum, Mosston proposed the 
use of a considerable amount of intellectual interaction by 
the learner as he involves himself in problem solving 
through movement. 
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Cratty pointed out Kiphard's suggestion that "a prop-
erly conducted program of physical education should not only 
improve physiological functions, but also enhance emotional 
and intellectual potentials."16 Such interest in the 
physical-mental relationship continued to help activate 
research between physical activity and intellectual 
endeavor. With the translation of this influential German's 
texts into English and a study of his contemporary theories 
linking movement and cognition, Kiphard's contributions in 
this and related areas will probably make an impact on 
future educational pursuits. A contemporary clinical psy-
chologist who has also shown interest in motor activity as 
an educational tool is Frostig. Dr. Frostig's written work 
indicated ways in which educational goals and/or intellec-
tual processes could be enhanced through various motor 
activities.17 
Two of the most prolific contemporary writers and 
researchers in regard to learning through motor activity are 
Cratty and Humphrey. In reviewing their efforts, the author 
found a quantity of valuable information in regard to the 
capabilities of motor activity in aiding the cognitive 
skills deemed educationally desirable for today's society. 
Their theme supports the earlier conviction of Williams: 
When mind and body were thought of as two separate 
entities, physical education was obviously an edu-
cation OF the physical; in similar fashion mental 
education made its own exclusive demands. But 
with new understanding of the nature of the human 
organism in which wholeness of the individual is 
the outstanding fact, physical education becomes 
education THROUGH the physica1.l8 
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As a cognitive theorist, Cratty's numerous books and 
articles, supported by research since the middle of the 
1960's, outlined various models of how the relationship 
between movement and academic activities could be applied in 
today's public schools. He produced books suited for the 
classroom teacher which provided operative applications of 
movement that enhanced various academic areas; for example, 
Active Learning Games to Enhance Academic Abilities.19 
Other more scientifically oriented publications have also 
supported his theory of integrating movement with 
intellectual pursuits.20,21 
Humphrey conducted research and focused attention on 
the effects that a variety of selected learning games and 
activities had in acquiring intellectual skills. Much of 
his work, begun in the early 1960's, was conducted within 
normal public school settings. He helped pioneer this motor 
approach to learning by applying his theories to various 
areas, among which were reading,22 mathematics,23 and "slow 
learners 11 .24 Humphrey has recently directed his work toward 
the involvement of parents actively participating in the 
early education of their children.25 The studies conducted, 
which are outlined and discussed in his books and articles, 
helped support his belief in the worth of the learning 
activities he advocated. Humphrey maintained support of his 
theories not only from present-day experiences but from the 
beliefs of various philosophers and educators from the past. 
Close scrutiny of the possibilities of intellec-
tual development through physical education 
reveals, however, that a very desirable contribu-
tion can be made through this medium. This belief 
is sustantiated in part by the affirmations made 
by such eminent philosophers and educators as 
Plato, Locke, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, and numerous 
others.26 
Other contemporary authorities added their support to 
17 
the necessity for recognizing the mental and physical asso-
ciation that enhance the education of the whole person. 
Cowell supported the interrelatedness of the motor, intel-
lectual, social, and emotional development of the child, 
indicating that each aspect has influenced the others. See-
ing individuals as indivisible, he did not believe in divid-
ing instruction into segmented parts. He advocated the 
concept of teaching the child as a whole person.27 Perhaps 
Oberteuf fer summed up this concept best through his observa-
tion that: 
It is not possible to regard the 'physical' side 
of life as something apart to be healed by physi-
cians, fed by cooks, and exercised by physical 
educators. The physical and mental are one, and 
what affects each effects the other.28 
Disciplinary Integration 
In addition, the goals of all fields of study 
depend upon learning modalities and abilities for 
their fulfillment. In this sense, the content of 
one subject area becomes the means for learning 
or the medium for another. Physical education, 
then, must be understood as a distinct field of 
study with rational, carefully ordered goals for 
instructional programs; an important aspect of 
the life of youth during his years of school; and 
a basic medium of education in all of its 
concerns.29 
The physical education of Americans was reflected in 
the necessity for survival in colonial America. Societal 
18 
demands for intellectual and spiritual education were 
answered through the eary colonial schools. However, much 
of the early education obtained by children was often given 
in homes, church, or by tutors. Leaders like Thomas 
Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, and Horace Mann verbalized and 
wrote regarding the potential of educating all of the chil-
dren of the nation.30 This early foresight was visionary 
but flexibility did not develop as an early companion, for 
the one room schoolhouses and Dame schools of our early 
ancestors were rigidly controlled. 
"The curriculum pattern of the earliest schools in 
America was largely that of separate subjects. 11 31 Reading 
was not only the first subject required, but it has been a 
dominating influence on education since colonial times. The 
Massachusetts legislature of 1647 added writing to their 
curriculum and by 1775, when arithmetic joined these parent 
subjects, the triad of the Three R's was completed. "In 
fact the school of the Three R's (reading, writing, and 
arithmetic) emerged as a distinctly American school. 11 32 
During the 1787-1865 nationalistic expansion of America, 
physical education was thought of as "knowledge about the 
organs and functions of the body plus the various agents 
which affected it, including exercise, diet, ventilation, 
and clothing. 11 33 
As America's society changed so did her values, and 
education evolved around emphasis on religion in the seven-
teenth century, "the eighteenth grammar, and nineteenth 
19 
history and the twentieth service."34 As the emphasis 
changed so did the school's curriculum. Beauchamp indi-
cated that "the curriculum from 1775 forward was an additive 
process, and very little subtracting was done."35 New sub-
jects such as science, physical education, music, spelling, 
and drawing were added to the curriculum as separate sub-
jects. Contemporary Curriculum in the Elementary School 
showed the addition of "physical exercises" to the curricu-
lum around 1875.36 
Having entered the school curriculum through the sepa-
rate subjects door, physical education and other disciplines 
became involved in the varied curriculum innovations experi-
enced throughout the history of America's public schools. 
The correlated subjects design of the early 1900's produced 
an effort "to establish a relationship among the various 
subjects in order that more transfer of learning could be 
effected for the pupils."37 This emphasis was quite a shift 
from the previous pattern that had made little if any 
attempt to integrate learning among the various disciplines. 
The grouping of subjects into common areas, termed broad 
fields; an effort to utilize the problem solving method of 
study through establishing a core or base; the accent on 
activities, interests, and needs of the child, termed 
learner centered; the middle-of-the-road eclectic program; 
these and other curricular patterns reinforced the need for 
flexibility and produced various demands which required a 
multitude of adaptations by the various disciplines within 
20 
the curriculum. Willgoose had perhaps echoed the thoughts 
of others when he noted "There is little question about the 
need for change and innovation. The only question is, 'How 
radical the change?'"38 
Physical education's role in the curricula of the ele-
mentary school varied within the existing curriculum pattern 
and was influenced by demands as well as prejudices of indi-
viduals and society. Viewing physical education's only 
function as the conditioning of the body: 
To many persons in physical education and outside 
it, other values from the physical education 
experience loom larger than the educational ones; 
physical values come first, educational values a 
poor second, and only by chance.39 
Perhaps the term "physical education" confused people 
in relationship to its adaptable educational applications. 
This variety in interpretations prompted Mackenzie to 
respond with an effort to rename the discipline.40 
Oberteuffer and Ulrich indicated that the noun education 
was of great importance, although it was the adjective of 
action which promoted physical education's recognition within 
most curriculums. When emphasizing education, with the phys-
ical body as its tool, "physical education implies that some-
one, somehow, is being educated. 11 41 Without understanding in 
regard to this important fact, physical education teachers 
continued to be considered only specialists whose discipline 
had little contact or interest in regard to the rest of the 
intellectual or sociological aspects of the school. 
"To remain consistent with the way life should be 
lived, the modern school curriculum should and does seek 
21 
integration. 0 42 Integration encompassed the desire to bring 
together various parts into a whole, functional unity toward 
becoming complete. This search for integration among dis-
ciplines reflected the rising emphasis on education within 
physical education's curriculum. "The framework for phys-
ical education in the school program is an integrated view 
of the key concepts of the field of study in their potential 
contributions to the quality of living, and the commitments 
of education. 11 43 
Three basic method for integrating curriculum materials 
have been suggested by Henry: (1) reorganization of content 
into more genearl courses, (2) centering of content aobut 
problems of society, and (3) developing interrelationships 
among existing courses.44 Perhaps the third method is most 
promising for physical education and could be developed by 
pedagogical integration that 
••• may involve the relation between two or more 
subject-matter fields in such a way that the con-
tent of each area helps to provide for a better 
realizaion of the understandings to be developed 
in the other.45 
One of the methods for providing integration of 
physical education with other disciplines is achieved 
through motor activity learning. "Physical education has a 
chance to teach through ALL of the organism, using all of 
its powers of perception and reception. Thus motor learning 
is seen as another avenue by which the organism responds. 11 46 
Humphrey's summarization of his theory of motor activity 
concluded: 
••• that children being predominantly movement-
oriented, will learn better when what might arbi-
trarily be called ACADEMIC LEARNING takes place 
through pleasureable physical activity; that is 
when the MOTOR component operates at a maximal 
level in skill and concept development in school 
subject areas essentially oriented to VERBAL 
learning.47 
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Jackson pointed out that "attention and involvement are 
not the same conditions and the teacher would do well to 
keep the distinction in mind."48 Giving the child more 
opportunities and ways to become involved, to maintain 
attention, and to develop cognitive knowledge through motor 
activity is supported by various authors.49,50,51 In How 
Children Learn, Holt recommended that teachers and learners 
need to know 
••. that vivid, vital, pleasurable experiences 
are the easiest to remember, ••. that memory 
works best when unforced, that it is not a mule 
that can be made to walk by beating it.52 
Ball added his opinion that although games might be the out-
growth of natural activity 
• . . or contests contrived to accomplish a par-
ticular goal or objective, or diversions engaged 
in for fun and enjoyment, they continue to moti-
vate, interest, excite, inspire, and provoke young 
and old.53 
In view of the fact that the child is a creature 
of movement, and also that he is likely to deal 
better in concrete rather than abstract terms, it 
would seem to follow naturally that the motor 
activity learning medium is well suited for hirn.54 
Murray noted that "a developing child is motivated to DO 
things - to run, climb, throw, jump, hold, drop, open, and 
close.n55 
Although it seemed evident that physical educators had 
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the proper tool (the total organism), a motivational aspect 
created through movement possibilities, and a curriculum 
capable of generating both excitement and enjoyment, the 
intimate relationship of the mind-body integrative possibil-
ities had not been evidenced in far-ranging efforts. 
Humphrey noted that some physical educators pioneering this 
integration process placed extensive emphasis on the non-
physical aspect of this relatinship to the extent of 
neglecting the physical needs of the child.56 Lowen criti-
cally observed that 
Our educational process is still split between 
mental education and physical education • • • • 
Few teachers of physical education believe they 
can affect a child's learning capacity •••• 
And, in fact, they rarely do.57 
The integrative process was not designed to eliminate 
but rather to support, and educators were cautioned that 
activities included in integrative learning must meet the 
total growth and development of the child. Representative 
of the efforts made toward successful integration of phys-
ical and intellectual abilities, Echoes of Influence 
included no less than five articles dealing with integrative 
ideas and techniques used by various physical educators.58 
These efforts, along with others that have been reported, 
indicated that physical education could consider the mental 
education of students, and yet provide the unique physical 
learning which contiues to form the roots of the discipline 
as well as produce a "physical" education. 
In reviewing the literature, the author found various 
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advantages as well as problems associated with the integra-
tion of physical activity and academic endeavors. The 
following lists are a cumulative gleaning from the bibliog-
raphical sources used in this work and suggest some advan-
tages and problems encountered in the integration of 
movement and cognitive learning: 
Advantages of Integration -
1. Integrating movement with cognitive learning speaks 
to the education of the whole child. Combining 
these areas helps in providing desirable growth 
intellectually, emotionally, physically and 
socially. 
2. The cohabitation of these aspects of learning pro-
vides for a unity among the various curricular 
subjects/disciplines. 
3. Movement can provide pleasurable practice of aca-
demic skills. Activity learning breaks the "learn-
ing is work" syndrome: games are fun and not 
usually considered as mental drill or work. 
4. The integration of cognitive skills aids in the 
understanding of physical education as education 
and not just conditioning or play. 
S. A variety of activities and games can be used in 
introducing or reinforcing many academic concepts. 
6. Integrating academic areas into the physical 
education program provides for a wider background 
from which the physical educator can select 
activities for introductory and reinforcement 
development. 
7. Efforts in resesarch regarding the mind-body 
relationship have continued and further study in 
this area remains a challenge. 
8. The activity medium aids in providing constructive 
methods of reaching the atypical child toward his 
cognitive development. 
9. This combination provides a new approch to "old" 
materials or program designs in the physical 
education curriculum. 
10. Movement activity usually requires closer super-
vision than that afforded the child as he sits 
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in the classroom. Extended supervision and closer 
observation could meet security needs in children. 
11. Such integration provides a "match" of children's 
needs for body activity/movement and the need to 
reinforce basic cognitive skills. 
12. Anxiety over the learning of cognitive skills is 
often reduced when incorporated within a game or 
activity situation. 
13. Responses are readily observable, and feedback is 
not delayed through paper work. 
14. Classroom teachers can use their own creativity in 
redesigning some activities as suitable for use 
within the classroom setting or during various 
recess times. 
15. Movement activity provides an avenue for creative 
participation as opposed to traditional conformity 
or drill. 
Problems Associated With Integration -
1. Motor learning is viewed as a "remedy" for many 
problems regarding cognitive learning. 
2. It is difficult to conduct sound research within 
the public school setting. The traditional 
dichotomy of mind-body is still strongly evident 
within many public schools today. 
3. Not all children benefit from the motor/activity 
learning approach. 
4. In its embryonic stage, motor learning related to 
cognitive development must guard against unsound 
practices. The harsh methods followed by some 
people could have adverse effects. 
5. To ignore the motor development of the child in 
order to accent the cognitive element would be a 
false representation of the integrative process. 
Physical education could lose its unique identity 
and become just a "back-up" for academic 
endeavors. 
6. Professional preparation of educators does not 
presently support this integrative concept through 
far-reaching efforts. 
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7. Free, unrestricted play activities might produce 
the same if not better results than those planned 
by educators. 
8. There is usually a lag of decades from research to 
implementation. 
9. If not well correlated, the integration of 
academics and motor activities could be viewed as 
an unnatural relationship. 
10. Concentration on introductory/reinforcement 
aspects could overshadow the "fun" aspect so 
readily availble in bodily activity of children. 
11. Classroom teachers may feel they are meeting the 
child's physical needs through the many marketed 
and created academic games now available for use 
within the classroom settings. The actual motor 
learning of the child is usually not considered as 
a goal in these games and this type activity would 
not be a true integrative process. 
Rogers had pointed out that educators "must be able 
both to conserve and convey the essential knowledge and 
values of the past, and to welcome eagerly the innovations 
which are necessary to prepare for the unknown future. 11 59 
Disciplinary integration could meet the need for passing on 
essential knowledge while actively engaged in creative 
learning experiences for children. "The opportunity is 
present but it has to be cultivated. 11 60 
A well-conceived physical EDUCATION program can 
aid in the understanding of integrative processes 
and can enhance the relationship of the physiolog-
ical, psychological, and other functional elements 
to development • • • • There are virtually unlim-
ited ways to correlate physical education with 
other curriculum areas. With care and imagination 
they can be developed to the benefit of the par-
ticipating areas.61 
Mathematics 
Certainly the modern mathematics-reform movement 
is not a fad or temporary preoccupation with novel 
mathematics approaches. It validly reflects the 
continual need to change educational programs to 
keep them in line with the developing state of 
knowledge in the field as well as the needs of 
society.62 
Early arithmetic knowledge consisted mainly of compe-
tence in computational skills. This gave children the 
background knowledge for future application in various 
occupations. Arithmetic was only a section or chapter in 
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early textbooks until 1719 when Hodder's Arithmetick: Or 
That Necessary Art Made Most Easy63 launched it onto its own 
pathway. The schoolmaster and the hickory stick kept memo-
rization of rules, tables, and facts about numbers foremost 
in learning arithmetic. Oral repetition and extensive drill 
and practice procedures aided in the process of "strength-
ening the memory, developing the reasoning powers, and 
secure[ing] rapid and accurate computation."64 
Perspectives in Elementary School Mathematics65 is one 
of a number of publications that has provided a comprehen-
sive history of the changes which brought about the 
development of mathematics. Concern for the overemphasis of 
computational skills, coupled with accumulating information 
about how chidren learn, were two of the major fctors that 
helped bring about the concept of mathematics as more than 
"exercise for the mind." Teaching creativity within a dis-
cipline that is an exact tool of communication and has been 
considered the most rigid sequential subject in the curric-
ulum demanded attention in the child's early years.66 
"Changes in elementary school mathematics programs since the 
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mid-1950s have been rather drastic."67 
Paralleling this early approach to mathematics were a 
variety of methods and philosophies on how best to implement 
the new concepts that were being presented. Understanding 
math processes remained as a base for launching practice 
through variety in methods. The challenge of giving mathe-
matics "life" developed; the goal was useful application in 
everyday experiences. Biggs and MacLean supported the 
belief that both variety of situation and flexibility of 
attitudes aided the child in regard to the stimulation 
necessary for his/her active participation in the learning 
situation.68 
Educators from various disciplines recognized that 
"Developing the elementary school program must be truly a 
co-operative enterprise if it is to be done adequately. 11 69 
Using the natural experiences of children to develop or 
reinforce basic ideas of mathematics produced a possible 
approach to the learning of facts. Educators could 
cooperate "so as to captivate the interest and attention -
yes, even the spirit - of the children. 11 70 This spirit was 
often observed in the natural play and active movements of 
children. 
Games help teachers overcome problems connected 
with how children learn mathematics. They give 
children variety in the way they deal with a 
topic, allow them to actively participate in the 
learning process, provide repeated exposures with-
out becoming tiresome, and enrich children's 
backgrounds.71 
Humphrey predicted that not only games but "Certain 
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active play experiences can provide the child with valuable 
experiences with the operations of arithmetic (addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division)."72 Cratty sup-
ported this prediction when he indicated that "Virtually any 
mathematical operation can be employed in some kind of 
movement task."73 Although movement activities and mathe-
matics seemed to provide integrative opportunities, this 
author could find no st.udy regarding the use of physical 
activity as reinforcement in learning multiplication tables. 
However, studies had been conducted in regard to motor 
activity and mathematics, especially involving young 
children. 
One of Humphrey's studies involved thirty-five first 
grade boys and girls who were pretested on eight number con-
. cepts which were to be included in their regular classwork 
during a coming two week period. Ten boys and ten girls 
whose pretest scores identically matched were selected for 
the stu,dy. These twenty subjects then partic ipa tea for two 
weeks in eight active games used as learning media for the 
development of the chosen concepts. Subjects were retested 
after the two weeks with results indicating a highly signif-
icant difference between pretest and posttest mean scores 
for the total group; boys showing greater change in learning 
than girls.74 
Ashlock and Humphrey reported various exploratory stud-
ies regarding the relationship of motor activity learning 
and mathematical concepts. In one of these studies, 1,147 
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third grade subjects were involved with motor activity 
learning methods in developing concepts related to telling 
time. The forty-two classes studied were divided into 
groups of fourteen each. One group was taught by the drill 
method, the second through the developmental-meaningful 
method, and the thid group's learning was approached through 
active games. Classroom teachers taught their own classes 
following devised lesson plans and instructions for ten 
teaching days of twenty-minute periods. All individual 
groups were found to have learned from pretest to posttest 
with the highest level of probability found in the active 
game group. A comparison of posttest scores between groups 
produced no significant difference between any of the 
groups.75 
Another study randomly placed sixty kindergarten sub-
jects in three groups of twenty to determine if active or 
passive games provided learning experiences designed to 
develop arithmetic readiness skills and concepts at that 
level. The study also compared the selected activities with 
the traditional teaching procedures used with this kinder-
garten group. One-third of the subjects were taught through 
passive games, another third through active game participa-
tion methods, and the last group followed traditional proce-
dures. Comparison of pretests and posttests indicated that 
learning had taken place in all groups and that, although 
not significantly better, the active game group had the 
highest mean gain. "Specifically, the findings showed that 
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active games facilitated learning as well as or even better 
than the other approaches."76 
Using motor learning activities as a practical and 
effective enrichment aid in teaching selected first grade 
mathematical concepts was the purpose of another study. 
After receiving classroom instruction half of the class 
(earlier divided by pretest scores) was given enrichment of 
the classroom concepts through a variety of physical educa-
tion activities while the other half of the class (control 
group) participated in free play. After four weeks a post-
test was given to the entire class, but no significant dif-
ference was found between the groups as a whole or for each 
sex separately. Further observation of data showed: (1) 
both groups started the study statistically equal; (2) math-
ematical concepts gain was high for both groups; (3) 
extended interval tests indicated retention was good, with 
the motor activity group more effectively retaining their 
learning as opposed to the control group when examined as 
boys and girls combined. Subjective evaluation by the 
classroom teacher indicated the study was valuable in 
enriching the mathematical concepts involved.77 
Ashlock and Humphrey pointed out another study regard-
ing motor activity learning and mathematics. First grade 
children were again used as subjects, but this study con-
cerned the relationships between the techniques used by both 
physical education and classroom teachers in teaching the 
mathematical concepts selected. A question of whether the 
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subjects could learn selected mathematical concepts through 
physical activity when taught by the physical education 
teacher was also considered. 
A pretest was given to determine numbers readiness for 
grouping of first graders in arithmetic groups. The low 
group, as determined by this test, was used in this study 
and number concepts were taught to the control group by the 
classroom teacher. The physical education teacher taught 
the experimental group through mo~or learning activities. 
Nine class periods of thirty minutes each were involved 
before the subjects were retested. Both groups showed a 
significant difference at a high level of probability with 
the experimental group indicating a moderately higher level 
of probability. The concepts taught through motor learning 
by the physical education teacher supported the possibility 
of learning outside the classroom environment. 78 
Although Ashlock and Humphrey pointed out the limited 
amount of research done in this area, they felt that the 
following generalizations could be drawn from the studies 
with which they were familiar: 
1. In general, some children tend to learn 
certain mathematical skills and concepts 
better through the motor activity learning 
medium than through many of the traditional 
media. 
2. This approach, while favorable for both boys 
and girls, appears to be more favorable for 
boys. 
3. The approach appears to be more favorable for 
children with average and below-average 
intelligence. 
4. Many teachers report that for children with 
high levels of intelligence, it may be possi-
ble to introduce more advanced skills and con-
cepts at an earlier age through the motor 
activity learning medium.79 
This approach to learning in the area of mathematics 
brought on the comment by a classroom teacher that "the 
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physical education teacher could be considered as a valuable 
co-worker with the classroom teacher in the development of 
mathematical concepts."80 Rising and Harkin also supported 
this integrative cooperation when they recognized that: 
It is important to stress the contacts that mathe-
matics makes with science, social studies, litera-
ture, and even physical education. Opportunities 
to do this abound, and provide students with a 
sense of the cohesiveness of their education, 
helping them to see how mathematics and other sub-
jects apply to the real world.81 
Earliest education depended on a combined mental-
physical relationship for survival: learning through move-
ment was essential. In time the educational pendulum swung 
toward an emphasis on intellectual development. Gradually 
educators came to realize that intelligence, social interac-
tion, physical activity, and emotional involvement were 
closely interrelated. Today's education, with its emphasis 
on the total development of the child, should utilize the 
most appropriate methods when directing the learning of 
children. Although educators have demonstrated interest in 
the value and methods of integrating education, only a small 
amount of research of this nature has been completed. 
Therefore, this study sought to determine the results of 
reinforcing multiplication tables through physical education 
activities. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
This chapter describes the subjects and the methods and 
procedures used in this study. A discussion of the instru-
ment and its validity and relaibility is also included. 
The Subjects 
Twenty-two boys and twenty-seven girls were selected 
from students attending Skyline Elementary School, Independ-
ent School District #16, Stillwater, Oklahoma during 1980-
1981. Discussions with the Assistant Superintendent of 
Curriculum, the school principal, and several classroom 
teachers from various grade levels supported research that 
indicated mastery of multiplication tables (facts) during 
the fourth grade.1,2 It was felt that since mastery of mul-
tiplication tables was one of the goals of the fourth grade 
program at Skyline, this grade was the most appropriate 
level in which to conduct the study. 
The forty-nine fourth grade subjects in this study 
received their mathematical instruction from the same class-
room teacher. Other fourth grade students who were involved 
in special programs (gifted and talented, learning disabled, 
educably mentally handicapped) and received their math 
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instruction from different teachers were not exposed to the 
instrument used in this study. All fourth grade students 
were involved in the physical education program taught by 
the author. 
Mathematics 
Fourth grade students were divided among three class-
room teachers at the beginning of the school year. Each 
class stayed with this homeroom teacher during the morning 
classroom activities. However, in the afternoon each 
teacher taught only one subject, mathematics, science, or 
social studies, and the classes rotated from teacher to 
teacher for instructional purposes. There was no grouping 
of fourth grade students according to mathematical ability. 
All students not involved in special programs received a 
thirty minute math class from the same teacher each 
afternoon. 
The mathematics teacher's methods of instruction and 
daily lesson planning were not controlled by the study. The 
author did check closely and on a regular basis with the 
teacher in regard to her planning, and together they worked 
out the testing schedule. The cooperating teacher agreed to 
teach the major multiplication units in succession. By 
doing this the basic fourth grade multiplication instruction 
was completed by the end of the first semester of school. 
The multiplication units lasted approximately fourteen 
weeks which encompassed sixty-eight school days. These 
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units basically followed the adopted textbook which was used 
by the school district.3 The pretest was given on September 
15, midterm conducted on November 17, and the posttest was 
completed on January 12 or 13. All tests were given within 
the regularly scheduled time for math. 
If a student was absent on a testing day, the subject 
was given the test on the first day he/she returned to 
school. If subjects did not return to school within three 
days from the testing date, they were dropped from the 
study. No subject was dropped from the study for failure to 
take the test within .the alotted time limit. The subjects 
were given thirty minutes to complete each test, and were 
encouraged by the cooperating teacher to use as much of that 
time as they needed. Because of the rotating schedule for 
afternoon classes, subjects were not allowed to have more 
than the thirty minutes each testing time. 
Possible reaction of the subjects to the pretest was of 
concern to the author. The design of the instrument was 
comprehensive, and thus included concepts that were not pre-
sented to the subjects during the third grade year but were 
included during the fourth grade. The subjects had not 
received multiplication practice during the fourth grade 
before the pretest, but had extensively reviewed addition as 
a prelude to the multiplication unit. Knowing that the pre-
test might cause anxiety among some subjects, but realizing 
that "Math anxiety is curable,"4 certain measures were taken 
to reassure subjects before the pretest was given. The 
classroom teacher verbally explained and stressed the fol-
lowing points to the subjects: 
1. No grade would be given in regard to test 
performance. 
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2. The test would give the teacher an idea of what 
they remembered from third grade and would aid her 
in understanding what she should review first in 
regard to the coming multiplication unit. 
3. The test was comprehensively designed. It included 
concepts the subjects had covered during third 
grade, but it also contained concepts that they 
would not have until later during their fourth grade 
year. They were not expected to be able to under-
stand all problems on the test at this time. 
4. The subjects were requested and encouraged to try 
to do their very best. 
S. A reminder was given that the test concerned multi-
plication and not addition; they should multiply 
and not add the problem. 
If a subject brought a completed pretest to the teacher 
within five minutes, she looked through the test and then 
handed it back. The subject was encouraged to look it over 
again and see if there were some problems he/she might have 
missed and would be able to complete if the subject tried 
one more time. 
Positive verbal reinforcement was given before both the 
midterm and posttests. The classroom teacher reminded the 
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subjects to try each problem and to use the time allowed to 
complete and re-check their responses. The instrument was 
portrayed as an important aid for understanding difficulties 
subjects might be having with multiplication, but was not 
presented as part of their report card grade until the 
subjects took the posttest. The classroom teacher had asked 
the author for permission to use the posttest as a part of 
the students' math grades for the second nine weeks grading 
period. 
As the pre-, mid-, and posttests were completed the 
classroom teacher gave them to the author for grading 
purposes. Upon completion of this grading, the tests and 
test scores were shared and reviewed with the classroom 
teacher but were not handed back to the subjects. As a 
motivational factor, the subjects were shown the difference 
in their individual pretest and midtest scores. After the 
posttest the difference between scores on pretest and 
posttest were also shared with the subjects. 
Physical Education 
Fourth grade physical education was scheduled on three 
consecutive days each week. The one hour morning time slot 
was divided into two thirty minute periods meeting from 
9:55-10:25 and from 10:25-10:55. The first thirty minute 
period was termed Class 4A and the second period became 
Class 4B. These classes were later identified as 
experimental and control groups. 
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Since there were three fourth grade homeroom classes 
and only two class periods available for physical education, 
one homeroom class was divided into two groups. One half of 
this class participated in art or music with Class 4B while 
the other part of the class attended physical education with 
Class 4A. The two classes were then switched at the end of 
the thirty minute period. Assignment to Class 4A or Class 
4B for the split group was completed at the beginning of the 
school year by both the music and physical education teach-
ers. Equality in class size during art, music, and physical 
education was the most important factor in dividing the 
third homeroom class. 
Having the fourth grade students divided into two 
groups for their physical education instruction corresponded 
with the need for both a control and experimental group 
within this study. Class 4A was termed the experimental 
group and Class 4B became the control group. All subjects 
were considered to have completed the study if they had 
attended school from September 15 through January 13 and had 
taken the pre-, mid-, and posttests. The physical education 
teacher met her classes a total of thirty-two days within 
this time period. 
The twenty-five subjects in the control group that com-
pleted the study consisted of thirteen girls and twelve 
boys. This group participated in the regular physical edu-
cation curriculum without any emphasis in regard to the 
reinforcement of learning multiplication tables. However, 
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they were exposed to reinforcement in other cognitive based 
areas, such as science, art, music, and social studies. 
There were fourteen girls and ten boys who completed 
the study within the experimental group. A total of ten 
classes were spent in participation of selected activities 
or games that were created or altered to help in reinforce-
ment of learning multiplication tables, while at the same 
time reflected the physical education needs of the students 
through their regular curricular activities. This study was 
not directed at changing the physical education curriculum 
to fit the mathematical needs of the classroom or vice 
versa. 
An explanation of the activities and games used for 
reinforcement of multiplication tables with this group can 
be found in Appendix A. Club Snatch, Manipulative Movement, 
and Tumbling were each used as reinforcement activities on 
two separate occasions. Four days were required to rein-
force the selected multiplication tables when using the 
trampoline. 
Besides the above mentioned games or activities, multi-
plication tables were used during the exercise period pre-
ceding class activity. An explanation of the two exercises 
that were selected for this purpose is found in the Def ini-
tions (Chapter I), and the procedure for integrating multi-
plication tables during exercises is explained in Appendix 
A. Through this method various multiplication tables were 
reviewed at the beginning of each class period. 
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Table I represents a cumulative review of multiplica-
tion table reinforcement in relationship to the number of 
times each table was integrated into physical education 
activities and exercises. 
TABLE I 
MULTIPLICATION TABLE REINFORCEMENT 
Multiplication Times Used in Times Used in 
Tables Warm-up Exercises Game or Activity 
3 9 0 
4 10 3 
6 11 5 
7 11 7 
8 9 5 
9 10 2 
Selection of the multiplication table to use for rein-
forcement was determined by the orally demonstrated diffi-
culties in response during physical education classes and by 
difficulty noted through the subjects' classroom paper work. 
There was no pressure placed on the experimental group 
in regard to their verbal mathematical responses. An atmos-
phere of fun was promoted throughout each activity, game, or 
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exercise, but correction was given if the multiplication 
fact being reviewed was incorrect. Many times the subjects 
themselves provided corrections for one another. Also, 
group consensus regarding answers helped individuals who 
were insecure concerning multiplication problems presented 
for solution in the games and activities used during the 
study. 
The same physical education and mathematics curricula 
were taught to both groups by the physical education and 
math teachers. All students took the pre-, mid-, and post-
tests. The major difference between the experimental and 
control groups involved the integration of multiplication 
facts within the scheduled physical education activity for 
the experimental group. The multiplication activities used 
within the experimental group were aimed at providing 
"special activities that help them [children in the third 
grade and beyond] commit the facts to memory for immediate 
recall. 11 5 
Two different student teachers worked with the physical 
education teacher during the time of this study. The pur-
pose and direction of the study was explained before they 
began working with the classes. The student teachers were 
allowed to work with the experimental group in the warm-up 
exercise portion of this study. However, whenever a game or 
activity (other than exercising) was used with the experi-
mental group, the physical education teacher always con-
ducted the class for that particular day. At times the 
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student teachers instructed the parallel activity or game 
used with the control group since no reinforcement of 
multiplication tables was involved with those subjects. 
Selection of the Instrument 
When reviewing various marketed mathematical tests, 
some basic realities were observed: (1) multiplication was 
usually included as a section within a battery of mathemati-
cal skills being tested; (2) most tests were norm-based; 
(3) there was apparently no instrument which directly meas-
ured fourth grade level students' abilities in regard to 
only testing multiplication facts. Concluding that norm-
based tests" ••• which are used to ascertain an individ-
ual's performance in relation ship to the performance of 
other individuals on the same measuring device"6 were not 
the proper instruments to use in regard to this study, 
attention was turned to the edumetric dimension. 
Carver contends that edumetric properties reflect the 
within-individual growth that has been the traditional 
interest of education testing. 
When the primary purpose of the test is to meas-
ure the gain or growth of individuals, for 
example, the measurement of knowledge, skill, or 
achievement, the test should be ~rimarily evalu-
ated using edumetric principles. 
Since this study sought to determine what individuals could 
do in respect to their own performance standard on the 
instrument, a criterion-referenced instrument needed to be 
established. 
"To design a criterion-referenced test, the teacher 
must develop items and assemble them into an assessment 
instrument. 11 8 Singer and Dick consider the following 
characteristics essential for a good criterion-referenced 
test: (1) congruence with the objective; (2) clarity; (3) 
the response meeting the criterion as stated in the 
objective.9 
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A review of various teacher edition textbooks revealed 
tests available to the teacher in regard to testing mathe-
matical facts. However, the author continued to search for 
other sources in regard to problem selection for multiplica-
tion testing due to the following considerations: (1) 
Skyline Elementary School would have a new fourth grade 
mathematics teacher for the 1980-1981 school year; (2) the 
extent to which this teacher would use the tests in the 
teacher's edition book was unknown; (3) a more extensive 
search could possibly reveal a wider base on which to estab-
lish the instrument; (4) the basic characteristics of 
criterion-referenced tests, as previously indicated, needed 
to be met. 
A publication by the Norman Public Schools, Norman, 
OklahomalO was found which had been designed for reinforce-
ment of various mathematical skills. The Mathematics 
Coordinator for this school system indicated that although a 
statistical validity had not been established in regard to 
the content of this guide, mathematics teachers in Norman 
used the compiled work in various ways with regard to their 
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mathematics program. Selected pages were used for extra 
practice sheets, as review problems, and for testing pur-
poses. Five pages of one digit multiplication problems and 
five of two digit problems were included in this mathemati-
cal guide. 
The instrument began to develop as discussions were 
held with both teachers and administrators in regard to the 
fourth grade mathematical goals; specifically multiplica-
tion. A review was made of the multiplication problems con-
tained in both Mathematics Teacher's Editionll and the 
Computational Skills Reinforcement Program.12 With the aid 
of classroom teachers, fifty problems from these sources 
were selected as representative of testing the students' 
knowledge of multiplication facts. These problems were then 
reviewed and discussed with mathematical personnel who had 
not previously been involved in the instrument selection 
process. Their suggestions were considered in regard to 
additions or changes that should be made to insure the test-
ing of multiplication facts that should be learned by fourth 
grade students attending Stillwater public schools. The 
final selection of fifty problems was then completed by the 
author, and the instrument was established (Appendix B). 
The instrument was designed as a comprehensive posttest 
to assess the achievement of objectives following instruc-
tion. However, it was also used for pretesting purposes in 
determining what objectives had previously been achieved 
prior to the study. The instrument was further included 
as an index of the learning that took place during the 
learning process and was termed a midterm test during the 
study. 
Validity of the Instrument 
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Determining if the instrument measured what it indi-
cated it measured was a necessity. "Regarding the classroom 
measuring instrument, validity is the single most important 
criterion for the use of tests in an educational situa-
tion."13 If content validity (" ••• how well the test 
items in a test represent the total content of that which is 
desired to be measurea 11 14) was to be established, then a 
choice as to the method of determining validity had to be 
made. Keeping in mind that the content in this study was 
multiplication facts, Sheehan's suggestion that "The teacher 
is in the best position of anyone to judge the content of 
the course he is presenting 11 15 supported the method chosen 
in regard to establishing instrument validity. 
A total of fourteen authorities were asked to judge the 
validity of the instrument. Thirteen fourth grade teachers 
in the Stillwater public schools were asked to be authori-
ties in judging in addition to Dr. Helen Cheek, Assistant 
Professor of Elementary Math Education at Oklahoma State 
University. All of the teachers had previous experience in 
teaching mathematics on the fourth grade level. Since they 
had also previously taught in this specific school system 
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and were familiar with the goals and objectives of the math-
ematical program, they were considered to be authorities 
in regard to mathematical content on the fourth grade level. 
Cooperation of the five elementary school principals 
was secured before approaching these classroom teachers 
regarding this study. The purpose and scope of the study 
was explained during meetings at the various schools, with 
questions answered regarding the study or the instrument. 
The authoritie? were asked to evaluate the instrument in 
regard to its validity in testing multiplication ability of 
fourth grade students who would have completed the multipli-
cation units studies during fourth grade; a comprehensive 
test. A Validity Response Form (Appendix C), a sample of 
the instrument, and a return envelope were given to each 
prospective judge with a request to return the responses to 
the author within a seven day period. Names or school loca-
tions were not requested in order to give the judges freedom 
to respond without undue pressure. It was pointed out that 
their agreement in regard to judging the instrument was on a 
voluntary basis. They were asked not to discuss the instru-
ment or to consult one another in regard to decisions con-
cerning validity of the instrument. 
A total of twelve validity judgments were returned with 
nine judges indicating that they felt the instrument was a 
valid test. Two judges questioned the validity for the fol-
lowing reasons: ( 1) "I would include the operation of 
addition since that is developmentally sequential - but your 
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·goal may be different" and (2) "I think some story problems 
should be included - children are weak in that area" 
{Appendix C). Another judge marked both 'yes' and 'no' 
qualifying her answer by the statement that "They were not 
introduced to anything higher than 3 digits times 2 digits. 
The better students should be able to recognize and carry 
out the process though" (Appendix C). 
In regard to the first question of validity, the author 
felt the judge probably did not understand the instrument's 
focus on multiplication as the goal of the instrument. An 
extensive unit in review of addition was conducted before 
the pretest was given, and the student's ability to compute 
this algorithm should have been met before he/she was intro-
duced to the instrument. 
The involvement of word problems was discussed in the 
early stages of instrument design. 
Studies of elementary school students have shown 
that there is a high correlation between reading 
achievement and problem-solving ability in mathe-
matics. Students certainly cannot solve the prob-· 
lems if they can't read them.16 
Since reading skills were not considered in this study, it 
was felt that the inclusion of word problems might hinder 
the responses of some subjects; therefore, word problems 
were not included in the instrument. 
The inclusion of problems larger than three digits 
multiplied by two digits was also considered in the early 
discussions of design. A consensus of opinion concluded 
that students should be able to recognize and carry out the 
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multiplication process even though they had not been exposed 
to this process in previous practice as extensively as the 
instrument dictated. Opinions were expressed that a compre-
hensive test should not only assess but challenge; there-
fore, these problems were included within the final 
instrument. 
Based on the responses from the judges, the author 
accepted the instrument as valid in testing the comprehen-
sive multiplication knowledge of fourth grade level 
students. 
Reliability 
Payne indicated that reliability is "The extent to 
which a test is accurate or consistent in measuring whatever 
it measures."17 This stability is a necessity when one 
realizes the variety of factors that influence test scores. 
In seeking to establish the dependability of the chosen 
instrument, this study concerned itself with determining 
reliability through the split-half method. 
The instrument was divided into two equal tests of 
twenty-five problems each. The odd-numbered problems from 
the original instrument were combined to create Test 
A ••• R/ODD while even-numbered problems became Test 
B ••• R/EVEN (Appendix D). These two tests were administered 
to twenty-seven fourth grade students at Sangre Ridge 
Elementary School, Stillwater, Oklahoma on October 20, 1981. 
The students taking part in this split-half testing were 
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selected because of the following group characteistics which 
paralleled those of the actual subjects in the study: (1) 
the school was designed on an open-classroom concept; (2) 
there was no fourth grade exposure to multiplication before 
the tests were administered; (3) there was an extensive 
review unit in addition before multiplication instruction 
began; (4) math instruction was conducted by the same 
teacher; (5) no ability grouping existed in the math class 
at the time the tests were given. 
The Pearson product-moment correlation was applied to 
the raw data obtained from the fourth grade students tested 
at Sangre Ridge and yielded a correlation coefficient of 
.86886 between odd and even forms of the instrument. 
Sheehan indicated that testing authorities generally agree 
that a reliability coefficient must be at least .50 in order 
to conclude that the test is reliabile.18 Accepting this 
interpretation, the .86886 correlation coefficient indicated 
the instrument was reliable in testing fourth grade multi-
plication knowledge. 
This high correlation coefficient stimulated the 
author's interest in investigating reliability of the 
instrument as it applied to the subjects in this study. 
Thus, when the raw data for pre-, mid-, and posttests was 
prepared for computer analysis, the Pearson product-moment 
correlation was again applied. This treatment yielded high 
correlations similar to those obtained from the first split-
half analysis. The reliability coefficient for the pretest 
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was .87613, the midtest yielded a .87197, and the posttest 
showed a coefficient of .81268. These high correlation 
coefficients supplemented the earlier finding in supporting 
the reliability of the instrument. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to explore the reinforce-
ment value of physical education activities in learning 
multiplication tables. Forty-nine fourth grade subjects 
participated in the study. These subjects received math 
instruction from one teacher with the learning of multipli-
cation tables being reinforced through various activities in 
the physical education class. 
The design of the study incorporated experimental and 
control groups. The major difference between these groups 
involved the integration of multiplication facts within the 
scheduled physical education class activities of the 
experimental group. The same instrument was used for pre-, 
mid-, and posttests in assessing cognitive learning of 
multiplication by all subjects. 
The mathematical description of this study involved 
using the mean as the measure of central tendency with stan-
dard deviation used for assessing dispersion. Table II, III 
and IV indicate the results of these statistical applica-
tions for group description. 
The 1.53 difference between mean scores indicated a 
close relationship between the pretest - midtest means. A 
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2.14 difference between standard deviation scores indicated 
another fairly close relationship, this time in connection 
with the distribution of both groups' scores from the means. 
Group 
Control 
Experimental 
Group 
Control 
Experimental 
TABLE II 
PRETEST TO MIDTEST 
N Mean 
25 15.32 
24 13.79 
TABLE III 
MIDTEST TO POSTTEST 
N 
25 
24 
Mean 
9.80 
11. 38 
Standard 
Deviation 
5.84 
7.98 
Standard 
Deviation 
5.84 
4.84 
Table III shows another close relationship of group 
means. It indicates a lower mean score for both groups in 
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comparison to the pretest to midtest scores. However, the 
deviation from the mean became less for the experimental 
group when compared to pretest - midtest variation. The 
control group's standard deviation remained the same. 
TABLE IV 
PRETEST TO POSTTEST 
Group N Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Control 25 25.12 7.04 
Experimental 24 25.17 8.81 
The closest relationship between mean scores is indi-
cated by Table IV. A mean difference of only .OS existed 
between experimental and control groups. The 1.77 pretest -
posttest standard deviation difference between the groups is 
less than the same comparison found in pretest to midtest 
(2.14), but more than the 1.00 difference between the groups 
found in the midtest - posttest assessment. 
In reviewing the results of these measures of central 
tendency and dispersion, the two groups maintained a fairly 
close statistical relationship. The largest mean score dif-
ference between groups came in the midtest - posttest 
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assessment. However, this 1.38 difference still indicated a 
close mean relationship between the groups. Although differ-
ences between means were noted, especially for the control 
group, the mean scores between the two groups maintained a 
homogeneous relationship. 
Both groups experienced a drop in mean scores during 
the midtest - posttest period. These lower mean scores 
might have indicated a plateau in learning when compared 
to the first thrust of learning acquired in the beginning, 
as possibly indicated by the mean scores in the pretest -
midtest assessment. The larger mean scores in the pretest -
posttest period supported the assumption that advancement 
in learning would take place during the study. 
Variation from the average score were also closely 
related when comparing the two groups. The largest standard 
deviation difference between the groups (2.14) was seen from 
pretest to midtest, perhaps indicating wide variations in 
levels of learning taking place at the beginning of the 
study. The standard deviation difference of 1.00 between 
the groups in Table III shows a decrease in group difference 
variation toward the end of the study. The 1.77 standard 
deviation difference between groups in the pretest -
posttest assessment again indicated a close relationship 
between the two groups. 
The experimental group had a smaller deviation from 
mean scores during the midtest - posttest period. The other 
two standard deviation scores, when compared to the control 
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group, showed a larger deviation. The control group's devi-
ation remained fairly stable throughout the period of the 
study, but showed an increase when comparison was made from 
pretest to posttest. 
When looking at the statistical applications for mathe-
matical description, the two groups showed a fairly homo-
geneous relationship. However, in order to extend the 
descriptive knowledge of these two groups, the range of the 
scores was considered. Table V shows the minimum and maxi-
mum range of each group for the three testing situations. 
TABLE V 
RANGE SCORES FOR BOTH GROUPS 
Group Pretest-Mid test Mid test-Post test Pretest-Post test 
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Control 4.00 25.00 -4.00 18.00 11.00 40.00 
Experi-
mental -1.00 25.00 2.00 19.00 6.00 41.00 
The experimental group showed a more diversified range 
in scores except for the midtest - posttest scores. Again, 
the groups seemed to be fairly close in descriptive 
relationship. 
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The t-test for determining differences between the 
means of groups was applied. Results of this statistical 
treatment can be found in Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
t - TEST RESULTS 
Degree of 
Test t Value Freedom Probability 
Pretest - Midtest .77 47 .45 
Mid test - Posttest -1. 02 47 .31 
Pretest - Posttest -0.02 47 .98 
No significant difference was observed between the con-
trol and experimental groups with respect to the improvement 
scores from pretest to midtest {t=.77, df=47, p=.45). 
No significant difference was observed between the con-
trol and experimental groups with respect to the improvement 
scores from midtest to posttest (t=-1.02, df=47, p=.31). 
No significant difference was observed between the con-
trol and experimental groups with respect to the improvement 
scores from pretest to posttest (t=-0.02, df=47, p=.98). 
The null hypothesis was accepted in concluding that 
there was no significant difference in the learning of 
multiplication tables by subjects whose learning was rein-
forced through specifically designed physical education 
activities nor by those who were not exposed to the same 
reinforcement experiences. A discussion related to the 
results of this study is found in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The young members of the human family are complex 
animals. To suggest that simplistic motor train-
ing programs will somehow alter their complex 
brain is an unrealistic retreat to archaic eight-
eenth century concepts, and removing meaningful 
movement experiences from the curriculum is a 
further retreat into the Dark Ages.l 
The educational balance provided through integrative 
learning processes recognized the" ••• indisputable merit 
and meaning of movement in the life of the child. 11 2 Move-
ment can be an important learning modality but suggesting 
that it underlies all cognition would be a gross overstate-
ment. Ideally, education contributes to the total growth 
and development of children, and physical education has 
extremely unique and important functions within the educa-
tional framework. One of those functions involves maintain-
ing an integral relationship with the total educational 
community through programs directed toward the development 
of the whole child: social, emotional, physical, and mental. 
Studies have produced various results in applying motor 
activity learning to different cognitively based disciplines 
for teaching or reinforcement purposes. Research has 
implied functional relations between games and cognitive 
styles, but it is weak in drawing conclusions concerning the 
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particular facets of the games or activities that have con-
tributed to the observed influence.3 This study concerned 
the reinforcement of learning multiplication tables through 
integrative processes experienced in physical education 
class activities. 
Forty-nine fourth grade subjects participated in the 
study. The major difference between the experimental and 
control groups involved the integration of multiplication 
facts within the scheduled physical education activities of 
the experimental group. All subjects were given a 
criterion-based test assessing their knowledge of multipli-
cation. The instrument was given three separate times and 
termed pre-, mid-, and posttests. No significant difference 
was observed between the control and experimental groups 
with respect to the improvement scores on the tests. 
This study was conceived when the investigator began to 
integrate reinforcement of cognitive learning into the phys-
ical education classes. Multiplication tables were used as 
a counting cadence during various warm-up exercises, creat-
ing a cognitive challenge that paralleled the physical 
activity. The third grade mathematics teacher expressed her 
opinion that this reinforcement was a positive aid in the 
initial learning of multiplication tables for her third grade 
students. As the students experienced this exposure to mul-
tiplication, they demonstrated a growth of confidence in 
regard to verbalizing multiplication facts. 
This particular study explored reinforcement on the 
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fourth grade level where mastery of multiplication facts is 
a goal of the mathematics program. Perhaps reinforcement of 
multiplication tables through physical education activities 
• 
would be more appropriate during the initial learning stage 
rather than during the "commitment to memory" stage 
advocated in the fourth grade. 
The instrument used in this study was designed as a 
comprehensive assessment of multiplication knowledge for 
fourth grade students. Therefore, it incorporated testing 
knowledge of the standard multiplication algorithm. An 
instrument designed to test only multiplication facts, not 
the algorithm, might be more precise in showing improvement 
in learning multiplication tables. Also, a study that used 
two different instruments for testing purposes might be more 
accurate in assessing this learning. One instrument could 
test beginning knowledge of multiplication facts while the 
other would be designed to assess the knowledge obtained at 
the end of the learning process. 
Although a cooperative relationship existed between the 
teachers involved in this study, there was no control by the 
investigator of the classroom instruction program. A team 
teaching effort between the physical education teacher and 
the cognitive based subject teacher (math, science, social 
studies and such) might be productive in paralleling both 
goals and processes in advancing learning. It should be 
pointed out that the classroom teacher can integrate phys-
ical activity into the classroom, recess, or free-time 
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experiences of the student toward cognitive development. 
More study is needed to determine the effect of motor learn-
ing activity within the classroom learning experience. If 
the student receives reinforcement in various subject areas 
from different teachers and through varied experiences, edu-
cation is reaching toward the goal of contributing to the 
total growth and development of the student. Cooperative 
planning and instruction would seem to be a positive way to 
supplement the learning process. 
The investigator experienced frustration with the 
scheduling of classes and with interruptions at least once 
a month due to school assemblies or various programs that 
eliminated scheduled class times. The lack of physical 
education instruction for four consecutive days presented 
problems in carry-over value of instruction and physical 
participation. Significant results might be attained 
through more consistency in scheduling and the process of 
reinforcement. Also, an extended length of time spent in 
reinforcement might have provided more opportunities for 
advancement in the learning of multiplication tables. An 
extended time period would have lent itself to more variety 
in the physical education curriculum, thus providing more 
opportunities for reinforcement possibilities. 
Variables such as sex, age, or cognitive ability could 
prove important in the outcome of furthur study. A larger 
population would provide extended possibilities for furthur 
investigation into the effect of motor activity learning in 
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regard to cognitive reinforcement. Based on the subjective 
evaluation of the investigator and the mathematics teacher, 
longitudinal research of this nature should be continued and 
prioritized in future educational investigations. 
Additionally, it would seem valuable to study the 
effect this method of integrative instruction has on a stu-
dent's concept of physical education. Likewise, considera-
tion should be given to whether this approach has developed/ 
created a change in attitude on the part of the child toward 
involvement in physical education class or participation in 
physical activities. 
This author supports future investigation into the 
reinforcement possibilities of cognitive learning on the 
elementary school level through motor learning activities. 
This integrative teaching method not only provides a chal-
lenge to students, but presents a new format for the teach-
ing of physical activities. It challenges the cognitive 
abilities of the physical education teacher and directs him/ 
her to be knowledgable in regard to the curriculum of the 
entire elementary school. 
Today's physical education is more than "fun and games" 
or "teachers time out." It is an integral part of the edu-
cational process of learning; and as such, must uphold the 
responsibility for educating the total individual. Physical 
education teachers must be alert to the changes within their 
classrooms and search for better means of providing success-
ful learning experiences for the child. 
Humans are complex; they function in complex ways, 
and their behavior fluctuates due to the impinge-
ment of a large variety of variables. Learn all 
you can; then be prepared to change your mind when 
new evidence is forthcoming.4 
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GAME 
ACTIVITY: Club Snatch 
PHYSICAL CONCEPTS: Agility, eye-hand coordination, stopping 
and starting quickly, running, tagging, 
and dodging. 
DESCRIPTION: The class is divided into two equal teams that 
line up facing each other. A plastic bowling pin is placed 
an equal distance between the team's lines. Each individual 
team member is given a number. The teacher then calls a 
number and the players from each team who were given that 
number run to the center and try to snatch the club before 
the opponent does. When the club is snatched the player 
with the club runs back to his team's line. If he reaches 
his team before being tagged by his opponent, a point is 
awarded his team. If the opponent tags the club snatcher 
before he reaches his team's line, no point is received. The 
club is returned to the middle of the room, players return 
to their own lines, and another number is called. The team 
with the most points at the end of the class time wins the 
game. 
CONTROL GROUP: The control group was given consecutive 
numbers when they played the game. 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: The experimental group was given sums 
of various multiplication tables as their individual num-
bers. For example: When reinforcing the multiples of four 
and seven the subjects were given individual numbers like 
12, 14, 16, 20, 21, 28 and so forth. The teacher would call 
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out a multiplication problem (7 X 8) and the players from 
opposing teams whose individual number was the sum (56) of 
the problem called would take their turn at trying to snatch 
the club. After being given the individual numbers/sums, 
teams were given a brief time to get together and check the 
sums/individual numbers to see which multiplication tables 
were being reinforced and to secure the correct responses 
and possible problems in their minds. 
The author had previously created various methods of 
changing the basic game of Club Snatch and had used varia-
tions when playing this game within the physical education 
classes. To the experimental group subjects, the use of 
multiplication sums instead of consecutive numbers was 
viewed as just another way to play the game. As with pre-
vious variations they had experienced, once the subjects 
caught on to this change from the basic game the activity 
went smoothly. 
PARTICIPATION: Club Snatch was played on two different 
days. 
COGNITIVE LEARNING: The multiplication tables used by the 
experimental group during participation in this game 
included 4, 6, 7 (twice) and 8. 
GAME 
ACTIVITY: Manipulative Movement 
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PHYSICAL CONCEPTS: Subjects were introduced to various 
sizes, shapes, textures, weights, and flexibility of equip-
ment. They used their hands and sometimes their bodies to 
manipulate the equipment so they could transport it as 
quickly as possible to the designated area. The locomotor 
skills were changed so the subjects had to adapt to various 
ways of moving the equipment~ walk, run, skip, gallop, 
slide, hop, jump and/or leap. 
EQUIPMENT: The equipment included rhythm sticks, golf tees, 
erasers, whiffle balls, bean bags, fleece balls, plastic 
jump ropes, tennis balls and both six and eight inch nerf 
balls. This equipment was placed in individual baskets and 
arranged in a circle in the middle of the room. Six stations 
were placed the same distance from the equipment and a tum-
bling mat marked each station's position. In the middle of 
each mat an orange cone marker was placed that divided the 
mat in half. 
DESCRIPTION: Squads competed against one another for points 
toward becoming winners at the end of class. One person 
from each squad, called the runner, represented the squad by 
gathering the correct amount of equipment needed and arrang-
ing it properly on his squad's mat. The squads were placed 
behind the mat while runners stood in front. Runners 
changed with each problem given and every two problems the 
squads rotated to the next station so the equipment in front 
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of the squads would continually vary. 
On the given signal, runners executed the required 
locomotor movement toward the equipment. They then gathered 
the correct amount of equipment required by the problem that 
had just been given. It was sometimes hard for the subjects 
to handle the needed equipment in one trip but they were 
allowed to make as many trips as necessary. Runners could 
choose from any of the equipment and did not have to use the 
equipment directly in front of them. 
Upon returning to the mat with the secured equipment, 
the runner placed it in the proper manner on each side of 
the cone and then sat down. The first runner correctly 
solving the problem by gathering and placing his equipment 
properly, and using the locomotor movement required in that 
round, gained a point for his team. The teacher would check 
the answers of runners as they were seated. When a point 
was earned by a runner that round was over. Equipment was 
replaced in the proper baskets and the squads prepared for 
the next round. 
CONTROL GROUP: The control group dealt with problems in 
addition or subtraction. For example: "Six plus eight is 
Ready? Go!" The runner could check with his squad to 
make certain he knew the correct answer. Since the answer 
in this example is fourteen, the runner would collect ONE 
piece of equipment, say an eraser, and FOUR pieces of 
another type of equipment, like golf tees. Carrying this 
equipment back to the proper mat the runner would place the 
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eraser to the left of the cone and the four golf tees to the 
right of the cone. The equipment had to be placed in 
straight rows and from left to right as the answer would be 
read on paper. He then sat down. 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: The experimental group was given 
multiplication problems to solve such as 7 X 7. The runners 
would respond with equipment placement representing 
forty-nine. 
PARTICIPATION: Manipulative movement was played on two 
different days. 
COGNITIVE LEARNING: Control group: addition/subtraction. 
Experimental group: multiplication tables 4, 6 (twice), 7 
(twice) and a. 
GYMNASTICS 
ACTIVITY: Tumbling 
PHYSICAL CONCEPTS: Practicing the proper execution of 
previously learned tumbling rolls and demonstrating the 
skill level of each individual student. 
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CONTROL GROUP: The control group worked on its skill in 
regard to the various types of tumbling rolls but used other 
methods of demonstrating skill development. 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: The experimental group competed by 
squads in answering proposed multiplication problems. 
Squads were divided into teams of two people each with a new 
team representing its squad every time a problem was pre-
sented. Any combination of previously practiced tumbling 
rolls could be chosen by individuals in regard to their 
physical response to the problems. Subjects were encouraged 
to use the rolls that were reflective of their skill levels. 
Incorrectly executed rolls were not acceptable and disquali-
fied a team for the problem. 
For example: "Nine times five equals Ready? 
Begin." Two people represented each squad. With an answer 
of forty-five, the first person would execute four good 
rolls of her choice and then run to sit at the end of the 
room opposite her squad. Her teammate could then complete 
the answer by executing five correct rolls of his choice and 
skill level. He would then join his teammate by running and 
sitting down beside her. Together they verbally repeated 
the problem and gave their answer. The first team to both 
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physically and verbally complete the correct answer received 
a point for its squad. The squad with the most points at 
the end of class time was the winner. 
The teacher was the judge in regard to correct 
responses; any team member who executed a roll incorrectly 
disqualified his/her team for that problem. A verbal error 
also disqualified teams. If they so desired, teams could 
consult the rest of their squad before they began their 
response. The competitive spirit of this activity did not 
prove to be a safety hazard as eliminating teams through 
incorrectly executed rolls encouraged precise physical 
responses. 
PARTICIPATION: The procedure was practiced one day and used 
as a competitive activity between the squads the next day. 
COGNITIVE LEARNING: The multiplication tables used with 
this activity included 6, 8, and 9. 
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GYMNASTICS 
ACTIVITY: Trampoline 
PHYSICAL CONCEPTS: Focus, dynamic balance, recovery skills, 
elementary stunt execution, spotting techniques, jumping 
form. 
DESCRIPTION: One of the alternating stations used during 
the gymnastic unit was the trampoline. While following the 
basic rules and regulations in regard to using this equip-
ment, students were exposed to using various cognitive 
skills at the same time as their physical skills were prac-
ticed. Violations of any trampoline rules by any student 
was an immediate forfeit of the right to jump. 
CONTROL GROUP: As each squad rotated to the trampoline the 
teacher would call out a cognitive problem. The student 
would jump out the answer by using elementary stunts that 
had been practiced and learned earlier. Verbal response was 
sometimes required during the physical action. 
For example: "What is five plus seven?" The student 
would immediately begin to jump and perform basic stunts 
twelve consecutive times, and then execute a correct stop. 
If she did not jump the correct number of times or failed to 
execute correct form, stunts, or stopping techniques she 
would forfit her turn. If her jump was correct she would be 
given another problem; usually in another cognitive area. 
For example: "Good. Now recite the alphabet from J to u. 
Ready? Begin." The student would immediately begin to jump 
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and execute basic stunts while reciting the correct section 
of the alphabet. 
The control group was never given multiplication prob-
lems. Subjects who had to forfeit turns were given another 
turn after all squad members had completed their turns. 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: The same basic procedures were used 
with these subjects. However, their cognitive exposure was 
designed to reinforce multiplication facts. For example: 
"What is eight times eight?" The student would jump SIX 
times; execute a correct stop; jump FOUR more times; execute 
another correct stop; and then would verbally respond, 
"Eight times eight is sixty-four." 
If a student was not certain of the answer to a given 
problem, she could ask any of the students safety spotting 
around the trampoline to help by; 1) giving ~he answer, or 
2) supporting what the jumper thought the correct answer was 
for that problem. If a student jumped or orally gave the 
incorrect answer (8 X 8 = .§]_) the safety spotters were to 
correct the answer immediately. This kept the spotters as 
well as the jumper involved in the activity. As this activ-
ity progressed spotters enjoyed verbally counting the number 
of jumps and stunts executed. This helped them keep track 
of the jumps/stunts in order to correct the jumper if 
necessary. 
PARTICIPATION: It took four days to give each experimental 
group subject two separate turns (of approximately five 
minutes each) on the trampoline. 
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COGNITIVE LEARNING: Control group: addition, subtraction, 
colors, spelling, alphabet recall, and geography. Experi-
mental group: the multiplication tables used included 4, 7, 
8 (twice) and 9 (twice). 
APPENDIX B 
CRITERION-BASED INSTRUMENT 
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CRD.'i::JUOti-BASED IlISTI'J.J!!IJi'.,.' 
~llltiply the following: 
1.) s 
x 3 
S.) 6 
x 6 
9.) 6 
Ll. 
13.) 43 
x 2 
17 .) 48 
x 6 
21.) 912 
x . 4 
2.) 1 
· ·x 1 
6.) 0 
x 8 
10.) 7 
x 9 
).4.) 21 
x 3 
18.) 637 
x 1 
22.) 376 
x· 2 
. ' 
3.) 4 
x 4 
7.) 6 
x 7 
11.) 9 
x 8 
15.) 19 
x s 
19.) 542 
x 2 
23.) 816 
x s 
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Number Correct 
---
Pre · Mid Post 
Group: C 
4.) 3 
x 0 
8.) 8 
x 7 
12.) 7 
x 7 
16.) 28 
x 3 
zo.) 823 
x 3 
24.) 217 
x 4 
E NI 
~hltiply the following: 
%5.) 191 
Ll 
%9.) 2143 
x 2 
J3.) 300 
x 27 
37.) 24,239 
_ti 
41.) 93,153 
·x 24 
PR M PO 
26.) 604 
x 5 
30.) 5914 
x 5. 
34.) 605 
x 30 
.-... , 
.. 
~8.) 6,020 
..!...!Q. 
42.l 84,696 
x 63 
• 
27.) 697 
!__! 
31.) 28 
x 25 
35.) 409 
x 32 
39.) 3,006 
x 34 
·-
43.) $2.69 
x 10 
28.) 938 
L! 
32.) so 
~ 
36.) 608 
!.§!. 
40.) 6,582 
x 46 
44.) $4.35 
x 40 
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Page 3 
~tiply the following: 
45.) $6.18 
x 33 
49.) $9.95 
~ 
PR M PO 
46~) $4.64 
~ 
SO.) $3.28 
~ 
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lW!E: ---------------- Date __ _ 
47.'] $6.49 
ill. 
48.) $7.12 
x 25 
. ' 
APPENDIX C 
INSTRUMENT VALIDITY 
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VALIDITY RESPONSE FOPJ1 
The enclosc<l test is ::i criterion h:-iscd instrument concerninr, multiplication. 
I would appreciate your cvalu;ition ns to its validity in testin."( fourth (4th) 
grade knowledge of multiplication tables. 
Do you feel that this test is a valid measure of the knowledge fourth 
grade students should acquire by the time they lin.ve completed units 4, 5, 7, 
and 10 in 1·fathcmatics (Houghton-'lifflin Coi:ipany, Boston; 1978) Fourth Grade Level? 
YES NO 
-----
If not: 1•/hat would you add? 
What ,,'Ould you not include? 
If you were to use.this test to group fourth graders on their ability in 
'IULTIPLICJ\TIClN, how many answers would they need to have correct to be considered 
99 
above average? of average ability? of low ability? -----
TI1ank you for your cooperation. 
FSGA::'ZYE P'""'"SS:r?ONSE AND CS1~filNT - C~JE 
The enclosed test is a criterion hased instrument concerning multiplication. 
I would appreciate your evnlu:1tion as to its vnlidity in testinR fourth (4th) 
grade knowledge of nn.iltiplication tahles. 
Do you feel tint this test is a valid measure of the knowledge fourth 
grade students should acquire by the time they have completetl units 4, S, 7, 
and 10 in '·!athematics (Houghton-'fifflin Cor.ipany, Boston; 1978) Fourth Grade Level? 
YES NO ,__- . 
----
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Ifnot: Whatwouldyouadd? ~wou/J J'ne.lude~c.e.reit10>1.f 
0£ edd ;J-, Dl!] .r1nc -e ~-1- ,5 cl.eue~.dalt 
se$.~~/tl-ra.I but' j6llf 'jot.1.( iV'Clvj b~ J/./-'t{t.r~m 
What would you not include? 
If you were to USE'. this test to. group fourth graders on their ability in 
?.VLTIPLICATION, how many answers would they need to have correct to be considered 
above average? YcJ -i5' of average ability? Jo-~ 5 f-of low ability? ft44 tf,~ 3" 
' 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
NEGATIVE RESPONSE AND- COMMENT - TWO 
The enclosed test is a criterion ll:lsed instnmient concerning liUlltiplic:ition. 
I \o.'Ould appreciate your evaluation as to its vnlidity in testin~ fourth (4th) 
grade knm~ledge of lliUltiplic:ition tahles. 
Do you fe.el that this test is a valid measure of tho knowledge fourth 
grade sttidents should acquire by the time they have.completed units 4, S, 7, 
and 10 in ~·lathematics (Houghton-~fifflin Cor.tpazi.y, Boston; 1978) Fourth Grade Level? 
NO·/. YES ___ _ 
If you were to use this test to puup fourth graders on their ability in 
nJLTIPLICATION, how many answers would they need to ·have correct to be considered 
above average? J../..Q of average ability? :JO of low ability? :2. 0 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
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NEGATIVE RESPONSE. AND COll·IENT - THREE 
The enclosed test is a criterion based instn.unent concerning multiplication. 
I would appreciate your evaluation as to its validity in testing fourth (4th) 
grade knowledge of multiplication tahles. 
Do you feel that this test is a valid measure of the knowledge fourth 
grade students should acquire by the time they have c0mpleted units 4, 5, 7, 
I 
and 10 in \fathematics (Houghton-'!ifflin Cor.ipany, Boston; 1978) Fourth Grade Level? 
YES_.../ __ AA NO i/ 
----
I 
What would you not' include? f: alf'tJ ~W :Z d:jl:P. 
.5 dLfw.ztnw A &r 
If you were to use this test to group fourth graders on their ability in 
. 
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~ULTIPLICATION, how many answers woul. d they noed /j"."'"" correct to be oonsi"? 
above average50-l/f!f' ~average ability? -35 of low ability? .!S1 - 0 . 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
-
Y/tbtc1 dCLUuoo 
APPENDIX D 
SPLIT-HALF TESTS 
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SPLIT-HALF TEST A ... R/ODD 
Date: --------
'bltiply the following: 
1) 5 
x3 
6) 9 
x8 
11) 912 
x 4 
16) ZS 
x25 
21) 93,153 
x 24 
Z) 4 
x4 
7). 43 
·x2 
lZ) 816 
x 5 
-
17) 300 
x 27 
22) ~Z.69 
x 10 
L H 
3) 6 
x6 
8) 19 
x 5 
13) 191 
x 6 
18) 409 
x 32 
23) $6.18 
. x 33 
Number Correct: · 
TEsr A •••• ?/ODD 
4) 6 
x7 
-
9) 48 
x6 
14) 697 
x 8 
19) 24,239 
x 4 
24) $6.4!) 
x 18 
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----
5) 6 
x8 
10) 542 
x z 
15) 2143 
..i1. 
20) 3,006 
x 34 
25) $9.95 
x 46 
SPLI'I'-HALF TEST B ... R/EVEN 
N.AME: 
Date: 
~tiply the following: 
1) 1 
x1 
6) 7 
x7 
11) 376 
x 2 
16) so 
x62 
21) 84. C"l6 -
x 63 
2) 3 
·xo 
7) Zl 
·x3 
12) Zl7 
x 4 
17) 605 
l( 3(1 
22) $4.35. 
x 41) 
-
L H 
3) 0 
x8 
-
8) ZR 
x 3 
13) 604 
x 5 
18) 6'JS 
x 6'1 
23) ~4. t\4 
- x 51 
-
Mlmber Correct: 
TEST B •••• R/EVEN 
4) 8 
x7 
9) 637 
x 1 
14) 93R 
x 9 
19) 6,0ZO 
x 10 
24) ~7.12 
x 25 
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5) 7 
x9 
11)) 823 
x 3 
15) 5914 
x 5 
20) 6,5~2 
x 46 
25) ~;.2s 
x 74 
APPENDIX E 
RAW DATA 
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TABLE VII 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Subject Pretest Mid test Post test 
Number 
01 29 30 47 
02 5 30 35 
03 18 39 48 
04 27 39 45 
05 10 30 42 
06 17 32 45 
07 20 29 43 
08 21 30 45 
09 10 25 32 
10 27 42 44 
11 13 30 47 
12 4 26 35 
13 8 27 40 
14 23 28 36 
15 24 30 44 
16 11 29 48 
17 21 30 37 
18 4 28 32 
19 27 29 46 
20 20 19 27 
21 5 28 46 
22 14 31 41 
23 16 21 34 
24 5 29 45 
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TABLE VIII 
CONTROL GROUP 
Subject 
Number 
Pretest Mid test Post test 
01 15 25 41 
02 21 35 44 
03 16 28 44 
04 6 28 27 
05 13 28 38 
06 20 24 41 
07 15 23 35 
08 17 42 49 
09 3 27 34 
10 15 27 40 
11 6 23 32 
12 30 37 44 
13 21 31 44 
14 5 29 45 
15 11 23 23 
16 9 31 27 
17 2 17 31 
18 7 19 31 
19 9 29 43 
20 17 30 38 
21 15 30 48 
22 10 30 42 
23 11 33 41 
24 12 30 41 
25 9 19 20 
TABLE IX 
SPLIT-HALF RELIABILITY SANGRE 
RIDGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
CLASS A 
Subject Test A Test B 
Number Odd Odd 
01 2 2 
02 2 2 
03 3 3 
04 3 4 
05 3 5 
06 4 5 
07 5 5 
08 6 7 
09 6 11 
10 7 11 
11 8 12 
12 10 14 
13 13 14 
14 15 15 
15 19 19 
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